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Abstract

Collaborative work on unstructured or semi-
structured documents, such as in literature cor-
pora or source code, often involves agreed upon
templates containing metadata. These tem-
plates are not consistent across users and over
time. Rule-based parsing of these templates is
expensive to maintain and tends to fail as new
documents are added. Statistical techniques
based on frequent occurrences have the poten-
tial to identify automatically a large fraction
of the templates, thus reducing the burden on
the programmers. We investigate the case of
the Project GutenbergTM corpus, where most
documents are in ASCII format with pream-
bles and epilogues that are often copied and
pasted or manually typed. We show that a sta-
tistical approach can solve most cases though
some documents require knowledge of English.
We also survey various technical solutions that
make our approach applicable to large data
sets.

1 Introduction

The Web has encouraged the wide distribu-
tion of collaboratively edited collections of text
documents. An example is Project Guten-
berg1 [14] (hereafter PG), the oldest digital li-
brary, containing over 20,000 digitized books.
Meanwhile, automated text analysis is becom-
ing more common. In any corpus of unstruc-
tured text files, including source code [2], we
may find that some uninteresting “boilerplate”
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text coexists with interesting text that we wish
to process. This problem also exists when try-
ing to “scrape” information from Web pages [8].
We are particularly interested in cases where
no single template generates all text files —
rather, there is an undetermined number and
we do not initially know which template was
used for a particular file. Some templates may
differ only in trivial ways, such as in the use
of white space, while other differences can be
substantial — as is expected when distributed
teams edit the files over several years.

Ikeda and Yamada [10] propose “substring
amplification” to cluster files according to the
templates used to generate them. The key ob-
servations are that chunks of text belonging to
the template appear repeatedly in the set of
files, and that a suffix tree can help detect the
long and frequent strings.

Using this approach with PG is undesirable
since the suffix array would consume much
memory and require much processing: the total
size of the files is large and growing. Instead,
we should use our domain knowledge: the boil-
erplate in PG is naturally organized in lines
and only appears at the beginning or end of a
document. We expect to find similar patterns
in other hand-edited boilerplate.

1.1 Related Work

Stripping unwanted and often repeated content
is a common task. Frequent patterns in text
documents have been used for plagiarism detec-
tion [17], for document fingerprinting [15], for
removing templates in HTML documents [6],
and for spam detection [16]. Template detec-
tion in HTML pages has been shown to improve
document retrieval [4].
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The specific problem of detecting pream-
ble/epilogue templates in the PG corpus has
been tackled by several hand-crafted rule-based
systems [1, 3, 9].

2 Stripping PG

In PG e-books, there is a preamble that pro-
vides various standard metadata. Following
the transcribed body of the book, there is fre-
quently an epilogue. We want an automated
solution to remove the preamble and epilogue.

The desired preambles and epilogues used in
PG e-book files have changed several times over
the years, and they may change again in future.
This makes fully hand-crafted PG parsers [1, 3,
9] an unsatisfactory solution. The best way to
obtain a robust solution is to use methods that
automatically adjust to changes in data.

3 Algorithm

Our solution identifies frequent lines of text in
the first and last sections of each file. These
frequent lines are recorded in a common data
structure. Then, each file is processed and a
sequence of GAP MAX infrequent lines is used
to detect a transition from a preamble to the
main text, and one from the main text to an
epilogue. A technical report [12] gives details.

3.1 Classification-Error Effects

Two types of errors may occur when trying
to identify the preamble from line frequencies.
If a sequence of false negatives occurs within
the preamble, then we may cut the preamble
short. In the simplistic analytic model where
false negatives occur with probability σ, the ex-
pected number of lines before GAP MAX false
negatives are encountered is

∑GAP MAX
k=1 σ−k

which is 1.4 million lines for GAP MAX = 10
and σ = 0.25.

If some false positives occur shortly after the
preamble, then we may overestimate the size
of the preamble. Let p denote the probabil-
ity of a false positive. The expected num-
ber of misclassified lines following the pream-
ble is

∑GAP MAX
k=1 (1−p)−k−GAP MAX. With

MAX GAP = 10, this is small for p ≤ 20%.

3.2 Data Structures

The algorithm’s first pass builds a data struc-
ture to identify the frequent lines in the corpus.
Several data structures are possible, depending

whether we require exact results and how much
memory we can use. One approach that we do
not consider in detail is taking a random sam-
ple of the data. If the frequent-item threshold
is low (say K = 5), too small a sample will lead
to many new false negatives. However, when K
is large, sampling might be used with any of the
techniques below.

3.2.1 Exact Counts Using Internal Memory

For exact results, we could build a hash ta-
ble that maps each line seen to an occurrence
counter. We need about 700 MiB for our data
structure.

3.2.2 Exact Counts Using External Memory

To know exactly which lines occur frequently, if
we have inadequate main memory, an external-
memory solution is to sort the lines. Then a
pass over the sorted data can record the fre-
quent lines, presumably in main memory.

3.2.3 Checksumming

For nearly exact results, we can hash lines to
large integers, assuming that commonly used
hashing algorithms are unlikely to generate
many collisions. We chose the standard CRC-
64 checksum, and a routine calculation [18]
shows that with a 64-bit hash, we can expect to
hash roughly 264/2 distinct lines before getting
a collision.

3.2.4 Hashing to Millions of Counters

To use even less memory than CRC-64 hashing,
one solution is to use a smaller hash (e.g., a 23-
bit hash) and accept some collisions. Once the
range of the hash function is small enough, it
can directly index into an array of counters,
rather than requiring a lookup in a secondary
structure mapping checksums to counters.

In our experiments on the first PG DVD, we
process only files’ tops and bottoms, and we
use a 23-bit hash with the 3.4 million distinct
lines. Assume that hashing distributes lines
uniformly and independently across the coun-
ters. Then the probability that a randomly se-
lected infrequent line will share a counter with
one of the ≈ 3000 frequent lines is estimated as
≈ 3000 × 2−23 = 3.6 × 10−4. These few addi-
tional false positives should not be harmful.
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It is more difficult to assess the additional
false positives arising when a collection of infre-
quent lines share a counter and together have
an aggregate frequency exceeding the frequent-
item threshold, K. By assuming that the line
frequency distribution is very skewed and lines
are frequent with a small probability p, we have
derived [12] that the probability of a false posi-
tive is less than p(n−1)/c where n is the number
of distinct lines and c is the number of counters
(c = 223). This was verified experimentally.

3.2.5 Tracking Hot Items

Many algorithms have been developed for de-
tecting “frequent items” in streams. In such
a context, we are not interested in counting
how many times a given item occur, we only
want to retrieve frequent items. Cormode and
Muthukrishnan survey some of them [5].

A particularly simple and fast determinis-
tic method, Generalized Majority (GM), has
been developed independently by several au-
thors [7, 11, 13]. GM uses c counters, where
c ≥ 1/f − 1 and f is the minimum (relative)
frequency of a frequent item; in the special case
where f = 1/2, a single counter is sufficient. In
the case where the distribution is very skewed,
the algorithm already provides a good approxi-
mation of the frequent items: it suffices to keep
only the items with the largest count values.
We believe this observation is novel.

3.3 Heuristic Improvements

A large majority of PG e-books can have their
preambles and epilogues detected by a few
heuristic tricks. Our heuristics [12] were im-
plemented using regular expressions.

4 Experimental Results

We implemented the data structures discussed
in § 3.2 in Java 1.5 (using Sun’s JDK 1.5.0) and
tested them on a older machine with Pentium 3
Xeon processors (700 MHz with 2 MiB cache)
and 2 GiB of main memory.

4.1 Errors

Looking at epilogues, the choice of data struc-
ture did not have much effect on accuracy. For
preambles, the GM approach had moderately
higher errors in about 30% of the cases. How-
ever, this always involved 10 or fewer lines.
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Figure 1: Wall-clock times (s) vs. the number
of counters, c.

Comparing results on preamble detection,
the heuristics were somewhat helpful, but GM
still had difficulties compared to using exact
counts in about 30% of the cases.

4.2 Run Times

We had our data structures process all tops and
bottoms of the files on the first PG DVD. Ex-
periments considered a range of values for c,
the number of counters used. For each data
point, ten trials were made and their average is
shown in Fig. 1.

GNU/Linux shell utilities, presumably
highly optimized, could sort and build the list
of frequent lines in under 100 s.

4.3 Comparison to GutenMark

Of those software tools that reformat PG e-
books, it appears only GutenMark [3] formally
attempts to detect the preamble, so it can be
stripped. We used its most recent production
release, dated 2002, when PG e-books did not
have a long epilogue. Thus we can only test it
on preamble detection.

Despite several large errors compared to our
approach, in many cases the GutenMark ap-
proach worked reasonably well.

5 Conclusion

Detecting the PG-specific preambles and epi-
logues is maybe surprisingly difficult. There
are instances where a human without knowl-
edge of English probably could not accurately
determine where the preamble ends. Neverthe-
less, our approach based on line frequency can
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approximately (within 10%) detect the boiler-
plate in more than 90% of the documents.

Line frequency follows a very skewed dis-
tribution and thus, as we have demonstrated,
hashing to small number of bits will not lead
to a large number of lines falsely reported
as frequent. Indeed, using 23-bit line hash-
ing, we can approximately find the frequent
lines, with an accuracy sufficient so that pream-
ble/epilogue detection is not noticeably af-
fected. Simple rule-based heuristic can improve
accuracy in some cases, as observed with epi-
logues.
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